Data security in myAbilia and connected apps

- Abilia uses Google Cloud as cloud hosting provider.

- Abilia services are hosted in EU and all data are stored within EU. The data are always encrypted using standards for secure data encryptions. (AES-256 with symmetric keys, protected by a master key)

- In order to provide parts of Abilia’s services, a minimum of data are shared with third party located in US. In those cases, always with partners compliant to US Privacy Shield

- Abilia has thru our cloud provider comprehensive backup routines that ensure continuity in the Services. The data encryption remains at the backups.

- All data communications to and from the user’s device are encrypted with SSL, the internet standard for encrypted communication. (TLS 1.2 and 1.3 supported)

- Only authorized personnel have access to our Abilia's cloud data environment.

- All employees at Abilia are bound by a confidentiality agreement that prevents the dissemination of data and information, including personal data.